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Abstract: Discourse and argumentation are effective techniques for education not only in social 

domains but also in science domains. However, it is difficult for some teachers to stimulate an 

active discussion between students because several students might not be able to develop their 

arguments. In this paper, we propose to use WordNet as a semantic source in order to generate 

questions that are intended to stimulate students brainstorming and to help them develop 

arguments in an argumentation process. In a study, we demonstrate that the system-generated 

questions sound naturally as human-generated questions as measured by computer scientists. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Studies have reported that deploying questions are effective for learning. Asking targeted, specific 

questions is useful for revealing knowledge gaps with novices, who are often unable to articulate their 

questions (Tenenberg & Murphy, 2005). Other researchers used prompts as a kind of questions in order 

to encourage students to self-explain and demonstrated that prompts are a promising instructional 

feature to foster conceptual understanding (Berthold et al., 2011). 

Argumentation is an important skill that is required in any situation, either in research or in 

daily life, and thus needs to be trained. In order to train students, usually, they are asked to discuss 

together about a given topic. That is, they need to develop arguments during the argumentation process. 

However, students may sometimes not proceed with their argumentation. In this paper, we propose to 

use questions in order to stimulate their brainstorming and the goal is that they use the posed questions 

to develop new arguments for a given discussion topic. How can questions that are semantically related 

to a given discussion topic be generated in order to help students develop further arguments? 

In this paper, we introduce an approach to exploiting WordNet to generate questions which are 

related to a discussion topic and investigate the research question: Do automatic system-generated 

questions appear as natural as human-generated questions? This paper reports on results of an 

evaluation study that is intended to test the specified research question.  

 

2. State of the Art of Question Generation for Educational Purposes 
 

Traditionally, questions are generated from a text or from structured data and natural processing 

techniques are used to analyze a text and to construct a question. In the state of the art, Le and colleagues 

(Le et al., 2014) classified educational applications of automatic question generation into three classes 

according to their educational purposes: 1) knowledge/skills acquisition, 2) knowledge assessment, and 

3) educational systems that use questions to provide tutorial dialogues. 

Examples of the first class of educational applications of automatic question generation include 

the work of Kunichika et al. (2001) who extracted syntactic and semantic information from an original 

text and generated questions based on extracted information, the reading tutor of Mostow and Chen 

(2009), and the system G-Asks (Liu et al., 2012) for improving students’ writing skills (e.g., citing 

sources to support arguments, presenting evidence in a persuasive manner). The second class of 

educational applications of question generation aims at assessing knowledge of students and includes 

the approach of Heilman and Smith (2010) for generating questions for assessing students’ acquisition 

of factual knowledge from reading materials, the computer-aided environment for generating multiple-

choice test items of Mitkov et al. (2006), and the REAP system of Brown et al (2005), intended to assess 

the student’s understanding after reading a text. The third class of educational applications generates 



questions to be employed in tutorial dialogues in a Socratic manner. Olney and colleagues (Olney et al., 

2012) presented a method for generating questions for tutorial dialogues. This method extracts concept 

maps from textbooks in the domain of Biology, questions are constructed based on these concepts. 

Person and Graesser (2002) developed an intelligent tutoring system for the areas of computer literacy 

and Newtonian physics. Each topic contains a focal question, a set of good answers, and a set of 

anticipated bad answers. For the domain of Computer Science, Lane & VanLehn (2005) developed a 

tutor which is intended to help students develop pseudo-code solution to a given problem.  

In the contrast to traditional approaches to generating questions using texts as an input, Jouault 

and Seta (2013) proposed to generate questions by querying semantic information from Wikipedia to 

facilitate learners’ self-directed learning. Using this system, students in self-directed learning are asked 

to build a timeline of events of a history period with causal relationships between these events given an 

initial document. The student develops a concept map containing a chronology by selecting concepts 

and relationships between concepts from the given initial Wikipedia document to deepen their 

understandings. While the student creates a concept map, the system integrates the concept to its map 

and generates its own concept map by referring to semantic information of Wikipedia. The system’s 

concept map is updated with every modification of the student and enriched with related concepts that 

can be extracted from Wikipedia. Thus, the system’s concept map always contains more concepts than 

the student’s map. Using these related concepts and their relationships, the system generates questions 

for the student to lead to a deeper understanding without forcing to follow a fixed path of learning.  

We propose to use WordNet as a semantic source for generating questions that aim at 

stimulating the brainstorming of students during the process of argumentation. The approach to be 

presented is different from the work of Jouault and Seta in that we use natural language techniques to 

extract key concepts that serve as inputs to query semantic information from WordNet whereas Jouault 

and Seta focused on exploiting linked data technologies to extract semantic information. 

 

3. Question Generation Approach  

 
In this section, we describe conceptually how questions can be generated. A detailed description of this 

approach is referred to Le et al. (2014b). In order to illustrate the question generation approach, we will 

use the following example discussion topic that can be given to students in a discussion session:  

 

“The catastrophe at the Fukushima power plant in Japan has shocked the world. After this accident, 

the Japanese and German governments announced that they are going to stop producing nuclear 

energy. Should we stop producing nuclear energy and develop renewable energy instead?” 

 

The question generation approach consists of four steps: 1) analyzing a text structure and identifying 

key concepts, 2) generating questions using key concepts in a discussion topic, 3) generating questions 

using related concepts in WordNet, and 4) generating questions using example sentences in WordNet. 

 

3.1 Analyzing text structure and identifying key concepts 
 

In order to automatically recognize key concepts of a discussion topic, a natural language parser is used 

to analyze the grammatical structure of a sentence for its constituents, resulting in a parse tree showing 

their syntactic relation to each other. The language parser analyzes a text and identifies the category of 

each constituent, for instance: determiner, noun, or verb. Since nouns and noun phrases can be used as 

key concepts in a discussion topic, we select from the parsing results of a discussion topic the 

constituents which are tagged as nouns (NN) or noun phrases (NP). In our example discussion topic 

from above, the following noun phrases can serve as key concepts to generate questions: catastrophe, 

Fukushima power plant, nuclear energy, renewable energy.  

 

3.2 Question Generation Using Key Concepts in a Discussion Topic 
 

The extracted key concepts are helpful for generating questions. Yet, an issue that needs to be addressed 

next is to determine the types of questions to be generated. Several question taxonomies have been 

proposed by researchers in the area question generation. Among the existing question taxonomies, the 



question taxonomy for tutoring proposed by Graesser and Person (1994) has been widely used. This 

taxonomy consists of 16 question categories: verification, disjunctive, concept completion, example, 

feature specification, quantification, definition, comparison, interpretation, causal antecedent, causal 

consequence, goal orientation, instrumental/procedural, enablement, expectation, and judgmental. The 

first 4 categories were classified as simple/shallow, 5-8 as intermediate and 9-16 as complex/deep 

questions. We apply this question taxonomy to define appropriate question templates for generating 

questions. For example, Table 1 defines some question templates for the classes “Definition” and 

“Feature/Property”, where X is a placeholder for a key concept extracted from a discussion topic. For 

example, the question templates of the class “Definition” can be filled with the noun phrase “nuclear 

energy” and result in the following questions: What is nuclear energy? What do you have in mind when 

you think about nuclear energy? What does nuclear energy remind you of? 

 

Table 1: Question Templates proposed for question generation. 

Type Question 

Definition 

 

 

Feature/Property 

 

What is <X>? 

What do you have in mind when you think about <X>? 

What does <X> remind you of? 

What are the properties of <X>? 

What are the (opposite)-problems of <X>? 

 

3.3 Question Generation Using Related Concepts in WordNet 
 

In order to generate questions that are related to key concepts of a discussion (but which do not literally 

contain these concepts), sources of semantic information can be exploited (e.g., Wikipedia, Wiktionary, 

or WordNet). Currently, we deploy WordNet (Miller, 1995) because it is suitable to find related 

concepts for a discussion topic. WordNet is an online lexical reference system for English. Each noun, 

verb, or adjective represents a lexical concept and has a relation link to hyponyms which represent 

related concepts. In addition, for most words WordNet provides example sentences which can be used 

for generating questions. For example, if we input the word “energy” into WordNet, an example 

sentence like “energy can take a wide variety of forms” for this word is available. If we look for some 

hyponyms for this word, WordNet provides a list of direct hyponyms and a list of full hyponyms. The 

list of direct hyponyms provides concepts which are directly related to the word being searched. For 

example, the direct hyponyms of “energy” as listed by WordNet include “activation energy”, 

“alternative energy”, “atomic energy”, “binding energy”, “chemical energy”, and more. The list of full 

hyponyms contains a hierarchy of hyponyms which represent direct and indirect related concepts of the 

word being searched. One of the advantages of WordNet is that it provides accurate information (e.g., 

hyponyms) and grammatically correct example sentences. For this reason, we exploit hyponyms 

provided by WordNet to generate questions which are relevant and related to a discussion topic. 

Placeholders in question templates (cf. Table 1) can be filled with appropriate hyponym values for 

generating questions. For example, the noun “energy” exists in the discussion topic, so that WordNet 

suggests “activation energy” as a hyponym. The question templates of the class “Definition” can then 

be used to generate questions such as: What is activation energy? What do you have in mind when you 

think about activation energy? What does activation energy remind you of?  

 

3.4 Question Generation Using Example Sentences in WordNet 

 
In addition to using hyponyms, we propose to make use of example sentences to generate questions. 

There are existing tools which convert texts into questions. For example, ARK [13] is a syntax-based 

tool for generating questions from English sentences or phrases. The system operates on syntactic tree 

structures and defines transformation rules to generate questions. For example, a direct hyponym of the 

key concept “catastrophe” is “tsunami” for which there is an example sentence “a colossal tsunami 

destroyed the Minoan civilization in minutes”. Using ARK, the example sentence can be converted into 

questions: “What destroyed the Minoan civilization in minutes?”, “When did a colossal tsunami destroy 

the Minoan civilization?”, “What did a colossal tsunami destroy in minutes?” 



 

4. Evaluation 

 
The goal of our evaluation is to determine whether automatically generated questions are perceived as 

as natural as human generated questions. Our study design is similar to the Turing test that requires 

humans to decide whether they are interacting with an actual computer program or with a human via 

computer mediation. The study being presented in this paper is a variation of the Turing test: we wanted 

to know whether automatically generated questions can be distinguished from human generated 

questions easily by human raters. Human raters we employed in this study were Computer Scientists 

(including Professors, Senior Researchers, and Phd. candidates). 

 

4.1 Design 

 
In the first evaluation phase, we asked eight human experts from the research communities of computer 

based argumentation and question generation research to generate questions for three discussion topics. 

We received 54 questions for Topic 1, 47 questions for Topic 2, and 40 questions for Topic 3. These 

questions are referred to as human generated questions in this paper. 

 

Topic 1: The catastrophe at the Fukushima power plant in Japan has shocked the world. After this 

accident, the Japanese and German governments announced that they are going to stop producing 

nuclear energy. Should we stop producing nuclear energy and develop renewable energy instead? 

Topic2: Recently, although the International Monetary Fund announced that growth in most advanced 

and emerging economies was accelerating as expected. Nevertheless, deflation fears occur and increase 

in Europe and the US. Should we have fear of deflation? 

Topic 3: “In recent years, the European Central Bank (ECB) responded to Europe's debt crisis by 

flooding banks with cheap money…ECB President has reduced the main interest rate to its lowest level 

in history, taking it from 0.5 to 0.25 percent” . How should we invest our money? 

 

For each discussion topic, the system generated several hundred questions (e.g., 844 questions for Topic 

1), because for each discussion topic several key concepts are extracted, and each key concept has a set 

of hyponyms that are queried from WordNet. For each key concept and each hyponym, fourteen 

questions have been generated based on defined question templates (see examples in Table 1). Since 

this set of generated questions was too big for a human expert evaluation, we selected a small subset of 

these questions manually so that the proportion between the automatic generated questions and the 

human generated questions was about 1:3. There were two reasons for this proportion. First, if there 

had been too many automatically generated questions, this could have influenced the “overall picture” 

of human generated questions. Second, we needed to make a trade-off between having enough (both 

human-generated and system-generated) questions for evaluation and considering a moderate workload 

for human raters. The numbers of automatically generated questions and of human generated questions 

are shown in Table 2. 
Then, we mixed human generated questions with automatic generated questions and asked 

human raters to decide for each question from the mixed set whether they believed it was generated by 

a computer system or by a human expert. Note that these human raters were not the same human experts 

who generated the questions and did not know about the proportion between human-generated and 

system-generated questions. Specifically, the following question was answered by human raters: Is that 

an automatic system-generated question? (Yes/No)  

 
Table 2: Number of questions generated by human experts and by the system for evaluation. 

 Topic 1: No. of questions Topic2: No. of questions Topic 3: No. of questions 

Human-

generated 

54 47 40 

System-

generated 

16 15 13 

Total 70 62 53 



4.2 Results 

 
We use the balanced F-score to evaluate the ratings of humans. This score is calculated based on 

precision and recall using the following formula: 

 

𝐹 =
2 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

 

The precision for a class is the number of true positives (i.e., the number of system-generated questions 

correctly labeled as system-generated) divided by the total number of elements labeled as positive (i.e., 

labeled as system-generated), while the recall for a class is the number of true positives divided by the 

total number of elements that actually are positive (i.e., that are system-generated). If the F-score is high 

(close to 1), it shows that the system-generated questions are easy to distinguish from human-generated 

questions, and vice versa. 

 

Table 3: Classification result of two raters on authorship of questions. 

 SGQ predicted 

by Rater 1  

(% of total) 

HGQ predicted 

by Rater 1  

(% of total) 

SGQ predicted 

by Rater 2  

(% of total) 

HGQ predicted 

by Rater 2  

(% of total) 

Total 

Topic 1 

System-GQ 12 (75%) 4 (25%) 13 (81%) 3 (19%) 16 

Human-GQ 45 (83%) 9 (17%) 22 (41%) 32 (59%) 54 

Topic 2 

System-GQ 13 (87%) 2 (13%) 15 (100%) 0 15 

Human-GQ 24 (51%) 23 (49%) 28 (60%) 19 (40%) 47 

Topic 3 

System-GQ 10 (77%) 3 (23%)  12 (92%) 1 (8%) 13 

Human-GQ 27 (67%)  13 (33%)  30 (75%) 10 (25%) 40 

 

Table 3 shows how two human raters rated the mixed set of questions in the context of Topic 

1. A high number (75%) of system-generated questions (SGQ) and 17% of human-generated questions 

(HGQ) have been correctly identified by this rater, resulting in a low F-score of 0.329 (Recall=0.211, 

Precision=0.75) that indicates that it was difficult for the rater to identify system-generated questions. 

This is because the first rater decided wrongly on 83% of the human-generated questions. The second 

rater, however, achieved a medium F-score of value 0.51 (Recall=0.371, Precision=0.813) that is higher 

than of the first rater, indicating that also this rater had some difficulties in distinguishing between 

human-generated and system-generated questions. Interestingly, although both raters had difficulties in 

distinguishing between human-generated and system-generated questions, the agreement between the 

two was poor in addition (Kappa=0.086). 

In the context of Topic 2, the first rater achieved an F-score of 0.5 (Recall=0.351, 

Precision=0.867) The second rater showed a similar tendency with an F-score of 0.517 (Recall=0.349, 

Precision=1). The Kappa value for their agreement was 0.233, which can be considered as fair. 

In the context of Topic 3, one question (“What is cheap money?”) was generated by a human 

expert and by the system in identical form. This was left out from analysis (however, this question was 

classified as a system-generated question by both human raters). Specifically, the first rater achieved a 

low F-score of 0.4 (Recall=0.27, Precision=0.769). This can be explained by the fact that the first rater 

classified 67% of human-generated questions as generated by the system. The second rater achieved a 

similarly low F-score of 0.436 (Recall=0.286, Precision=0.923). Similar to the case of Topic 2, the 

agreement between the first and the second raters in the context of Topic 3 was fair (Kappa=0.263).  

In summary, we have learned that for all raters and all three topics it was difficult to identify 

system-generated questions within the set of mixed questions (F-scores between 0.329 and 0.517). This 

is an indication that the system-generated questions appeared as natural as the human-generated 

questions to these raters. The agreement between raters was poor or fair, further strengthening this 

argument (there was little agreement on questions that seemed clearly human-generated or clearly 

system-generated).  



 

5. Conclusions, Discussion and Future Work 

 
In this paper, we have presented an approach to generating questions using WordNet as a source of 

semantic information. The goal is using generated questions to stimulate students brainstorming and 

thus, participate more actively in argumentation. We have conducted a pilot study comparing system-

generated questions with questions that have been generated manually by researchers of the 

argumentation and question generation research communities. The study results show that the 

difference between human-generated and system-generated questions is not large: human raters could 

not tell the difference easily. However, it needs to be noted that we had to select manually a small 

number of questions from a huge amount (several hundreds) of system-generated questions. At present, 

we do not use an automatic algorithm for this task. We also think about limiting the number of system-

generated questions, because if a student requests questions for developing arguments and s/he receives 

such a huge amount of questions, this can impact on the argumentation process negatively. As future 

work, we will develop criteria to limit the number of system-generated questions and evaluate the 

system-generated questions with respect to the quality and usefulness. 
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